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Oscar - Typing Templates
Please see the accompanying list of templates created by physicians to get you started. You can copy
the text into a new template & then make edits to suit your charting style.
1. In Admin, select the (a) Insert a Template icon or chose (b) eChart & Insert a Template
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2. Choose Add/Edit a Template
a. You can select an existing template to edit
b. You can make a new one
3. Name your template if you are making a new one
Hint: in multi-physician clinics it’s a good idea to use your initials when you name your templates
(ie TG – CPX or Tim - CPX) it makes them easier to find (see below).
NOTE: The name of the template will not show when you pull it into an encounter note, so repeat
the name in the template text field if you want it to appear in your note.
4. Type in your text & select the “save” button at the bottom
Hint: You can copy & paste text from an existing template you like (or mostly like) and then just
make a few edits rather than starting from scratch
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Using Your Templates in an Encounter Note
5. When you want to use a template in a patient’s chart, (a) search for it in this box and select the
one you want & it will insert into your encounter note – this is where your initials come in handy
(b) you can enter your initials & get a list of all the templates you’ve made
6. The Templates drop down in the e-chart is a list of all the tempaltes you have, but when you
want to use one, you need find it in the search box (5)
Oscar comes with pre-loaded templates that most doctors do not find useful. I usually recommend
deleting these as they just clutter up the list. To delete – pull up a template to edit & then select the
“delete” button at the bottom
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